Have you ever wondered what you had to do to become a EMT? Does emergency medical services interest you? Do you want to become an EMT but don't know how to do it?

Well Sidney EMS has an opportunity for you!!!!!!

Sidney EMS is proud to announce that we will be sponsoring one lucky individual to go to EMT school! How does it work you ask? Go to our website www.sidneyems.org and fill out a application and email it to dustin.miller@sidneyems.org. Email a essay of at least 250 words telling us why you want to be part of the Sidney ems family and what makes you want to become an EMT. The EMT class is going to be held at the Delaware County Fire training center in Hamden starting on July 2nd and will continue on Wed. and Fridays with every other Monday running from 0900-1200 and from 1300-1600. A sample schedule is available upon email request.

What we expect from the selected person:
It is expected they attend every class session maintain a grade average of at least 80 and sign a promissory note that they will remain employed by Sidney ems for 1 year upon completion of the training. While in class they will be scheduled to work out of the Sidney station on there opposite Mondays.
What Sidney ems is going to give you:

24hrs a week of employment including classroom time
Uniform to be worn while on duty at the station on calls and attending class.
After successful completion of class full/part time position will be reevaluated.

Does this sound like something you would be interested in? We hope so!
Any questions can be directed to Training Officer/Supervisor Dustin Miller @ dustin.miller@sidneyems.org or to Director of Operations Tracy Chawgo at tchawgo@sidneyems.org
and sign a promissory note that they will remain employed by Sidney ems for 1 year upon completion of the training. While in class they will be scheduled to work out of the Sidney station on there opposite Mondays.

*Sidney ems reserves the right to cancel this opportunity at anytime. Class minimum must be met or course may be cancelled*